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This study investigates the concept of flexibility within League of Legends, a popular online multiplayer game, focusing on the
relationship between user adaptability and team success. Utilizing a dataset encompassing players of varying skill levels and play
styles, we calculate two measures of flexibility for each player: overall flexibility and temporal flexibility. Our findings suggest that the
flexibility of a user is dependent upon a user’s preferred play style, and flexibility does impact match outcome. This work also shows
that skill level not only indicates how willing a player is to adapt their play style but also how their adaptability changes over time.
This paper highlights the duality and balance of specialization versus flexibility, providing insights that can inform strategic planning,
collaboration and resource allocation in competitive environments.

1 Introduction

In the dynamic ecosystem of gaming, where play styles evolve based on objectives, collaboration and competitiveness,
player experiences are anything but static. This fluidity motivates the core of our investigation into League of Legends
(LoL), a Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) game published in 2009 by Riot Games.

LoL’s main game play centers around two teams of five tasked with destroying the opposition’s base, underscoring
the intricate balance between individual skill and team synergy needed for success [7, 9]. Unlike previous studies that
have explored matchmaking [2], user archetypes [4, 6], and team communication [8, 10], our focus shifts to player
flexibility and its change over time—specifically a player’s willingness to embrace different roles when teamed with
strangers.

To dissect the nuances of flexibility, our work is guided by three research questions: (a) How is user flexibility
operationalized and measured? (b) What relationship does flexibility share with a user’s skill level and play style
preferences? And crucially, (c) which attributes can predict a player’s flexibility in both general and temporal contexts?

These questions not only build on foundational player classification and avatar representation research [6, 11] but
also seek to apply Billieux et al.’s [1] findings on the relationship of personal motives driving in-game decisions to ad
hoc and ephemeral teams in competitive environments. Through this lens, we take advantage of the complex nature
of player flexibility to shed light on the critical role it plays in the ever-evolving landscape of massive multiplayer
team-based games.

2 Methodology

Our study leverages LoL’s intricate ecosystem, utilizing its diverse competitive modes, developer-defined play styles,
and readily available structured data. During a game, players choose one of 168 (and counting) unique champions,
each with distinct strengths and weaknesses. We primarily focus on the most competitive mode, “Solo Queue”, but
also consider the casually competitive “Flex Queue” and casual game modes. “Solo Queue” only allows pairs of closely
ranked users to queue together, with pairs being disallowed at high ranks. “Flex Queue” allows for a broader range of
skill levels, with looser rules on team formation. These two queues are “ranked”, and the public and competitive nature
of a user’s rank sets the stage for our analysis of flexibility in competitive contexts.
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Skill Rank Name % Users Included as Seeds
Elite Challenger + Grandmaster 100%
Elite Master 50%

Non-Elite Iron - Diamond 0.5%
Table 1. Percentage of ladder users retained as seed users. Skill refers to skill classification of elite or non-elite users.

2.1 Dataset

To construct our dataset, we collected LoL data through Riot Games’ public API, with our random sample of users
sourced from third-party statistics tracker OP.GG. Players were categorized as either elite players—within the top three
competitive ranks— or non-elite players, with the latter forming the majority of the player base. Since the top tier
constitutes less than 1% of the player base, to balance our dataset, we adjust the number of random seeds we select
from each rank category to ensure a balanced representative sample of both elite and non-elite players, as detailed in
Table 1. Data collection spanned from mid-June 2023 through the end of September 2023, focusing on users playing in
the North American servers. The Riot API allows us to collect up to a user’s most recent 100 games played—for active
users, this is likely not their entire game history. 1 Our dataset contains 4,018 elite users, and 5,621 non-elite users.

We subset this data for different queues (Solo, Flex, All), requiring a minimum of 100 games in that game mode. We
find the number of users in our queue-specific datasets decreases as the competitiveness of the game mode increases;
the retention of elite players is significantly more than the retention of non-elite players in in more competitive queues.
This results in a Solo Queue dataset comprised of 3, 119 elite and 2, 304 non-elite players.

2.2 Flexibility Score

Riot Games defines six play styles: Assassins, Fighters, Mages, Marksman, Support and Tanks. Each champion has a
primary play style and an optional secondary play style. This results in 15 play style pairs (order agnostic) and 6
exclusive play styles for champion categorization. We refer to these 21 play styles as a champion’s functional play style.

A user’s flexibility score, 𝐹 is calculated in several steps outlined in Equations 1, 2, and 3:

𝑃𝑖 =
𝑁𝑖

𝑁𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠
(1)

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑃1, 𝑃2 ...𝑃21) (2)

𝐹 = 1 − 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 with 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =
1
21

21∑︁
𝑖=1

|𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑖 | (3)

In Equation 1, 𝑁𝑖 is the number of games that a user has played as a champion falling under functional play style
category 𝑖 , 𝑁𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 is the total number of games a user has played, and 𝑃𝑖 is the percentage of all games that a user has
played in that functional play style. This is done for each of the 21 possible functional play styles.

In Equation 2, we identify 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 , or the percentage of a user’s most played functional play style. Then, we find the
average difference between the percentage a user plays each functional play style and their most played functional play

style. This average percentage will be larger if a user tends to play more of one specific role, and smaller if a user plays
a more even distribution of roles.

As for Equation 3: to make the flexibility score, 𝐹 more intuitive, we reverse the measure as 1 − 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 , such that an
increase in flexibility score corresponds to an increase in user flexibility, while a decrease in flexibility score results from
a user who gravitates towards a narrow set of play styles.
1All data collected through Riot’s API complies with their terms of service, and is publicly available. We report all findings in aggregate.
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Finally, we also determine a play style preference based on the functional play style a user plays the most. Any ties are
broken at random.

2.3 Temporal Flexibility

To assess how a player’s adaptability evolves, we examine the variation in their flexibility scores over time. We apply a
rolling window of 10 games over a user’s chronological game history, and calculate sequential flexibility scores over
each window of 10 games. We apply a linear regression model to these rolling scores, yielding a temporal flexibility

coefficient (Temp Flex Coef). This coefficient indicates the direction and magnitude of change in a player’s game style
adaptability over time, offering insights into whether they are becoming more versatile or are specializing in certain
play styles.

3 Results

Despite differences in rank or game mode, a consistent set of top five functional play styles emerged as popular choices
among players. This pattern suggests there exists a core set of strategies or roles that are widely favored across all
players and modes, regardless of the competitiveness or casualness of play.

Fig. 1. Flexibility scores stratified by role preference.

Fig. 2. Flexibility scores stratified by both role preference and skill classification, where H denotes elite players, and L denotes
non-elite players.
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3.1 Flexibility Scores

We calculate the general flexibility scores of each player in our dataset for their Solo Queue, Flex Queue and complete
match history. Our analysis finds that the flexibility scores of elite players are consistently lower than non-elite players’
scores. As queues increase in competitiveness, flexibility scores drop for all users regardless of their rank. Our future
discussions will concentrate primarily on individuals who have played a minimum of 100 Solo Queue games and their
flexibility within these matches.

We explore the impact of functional play style on flexibility by examining the five most popular play styles across
all users in our dataset: Assassin-Fighter, Mage-Support, Marksman, Fighter-Tank, and Mage champions. Analyzing
the distribution density of flexibility scores by preferred functional role, as depicted in Figure 1, reveals that players
favoring Assassin-Fighter, Marksman, and Mage roles tend to exhibit greater flexibility. Conversely, those preferring
Mage-Support and Fighter-Tank roles demonstrate a bimodal distribution in flexibility scores, with one cluster showing
lower flexibility and another, more pronounced cluster, expressing higher flexibility.

Stratification of participants into elite and non-elite categories shows distinct differences in the density of flexibility
score distributions between these groups, as shown in Figure 2. Notably, elite players exhibit a more even distribution
across the flexibility score range relative to their non-elite counterparts. This discrepancy is particularly evident in
the bimodal nature of Fighter-Tanks and Mage-Supports, where the distribution among elite players contributes to the
emergence of distinct higher and lower flexibility clusters. This pattern suggests a notable prevalence of “One Trick
Ponies” players specializing in a single role with limited flexibility—in higher ranks, especially within the Mage-Support

and Fighter-Tank categories.
Interestingly, elite players who favorMarksman roles tend to have a more centralized distribution of flexibility scores,

contrasting with non-elite Marksman players who exhibit more willingness to engage with different play styles.

3.2 Temporal Flexibility

Our analysis continues to focus on users that play Solo Queue games in our dataset. We calculate each user’s temporal
flexibility coefficients; as flexibility scores are bound between 0 and 1, the regression coefficients are inherently small.
Therefore we leverage comparative magnitude and directional trends, as inferred from the value and sign of the
coefficient.

The temporal flexibility coefficients across all players reflects a general increase in flexibility over time. This
observation, supported by recent findings on the effects of game updates [3, 5], is likely influenced by Riot’s consistent
release of new champions, broadening the spectrum of available play styles and encouraging players to explore novel
champion roles. Stratifying these coefficients by player skill level uncovers distinct trends: elite players demonstrate an
increase in flexibility over time, whereas non-elite players experience a decline. More notably, the rate of increase in
flexibility among high-ranked players is over sixfold faster than the decrease observed in their low-ranked counterparts.
This indicates that elite players are more likely to experiment with new play styles, at the expense of competitive
success, compared to non-elite players who are less likely to do the same.

We then consider both a user’s preferred functional play style and their rank. This analysis finds that elite players
favoring Assassin-Fighter, Mage-Support, and Marksman roles show an upward trend in flexibility, while their non-elite
peers tend to see a decrease. Conversely, elite and non-elite players preferring Fighter-Tank and Mage roles both
experience an increase in flexibility, with elite individuals doing so at a significantly faster pace. These differences
and similarities in temporal flexibility across various play styles and ranks echoes the distinctions in flexibility score
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Model 1
Coefficient Std. Error

Intercept 0.5128∗∗∗ 0.001
Non-Elite -0.0082∗∗∗ 0.001
Flex Score -0.0096∗∗∗ 0.002
Temp Flex Coef -0.7122 0.402

Note: ∗ ∗ ∗𝑝 < 0.001

Table 2. MLR for SoloQueue WR

Model 1 Model 2
Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std. Error

Intercept 0.671∗∗∗ 0.040 0.661∗∗∗ 0.040
Non-Elite 0.047∗∗∗ 0.006 0.048∗∗∗ 0.006
Solo Queue WR -0.313∗∗∗ 0.077 -0.309 0.077
Temp Flex Coef -2.242 2.292
More Ranked 0.0099 0.007

Note: ∗ ∗ ∗𝑝 < 0.001

Table 3. MLR for Flexibility Score

distributions discussed in Section 3.1, highlighting the complex interplay between player rank, preferred roles, and
evolving game dynamics.

3.3 Predicting Flexibility

Our final objective is to identify factors that can predict a user’s 1) overall flexibility scores and 2) changes to their
flexibility scores over time.

3.3.1 Solo Queue Win Rates. Initially, we employ multivariate linear regression (MLR) to estimate Solo Queue win
rates as a basic validation step. This model incorporates variables such as a user’s skill level, their overall flexibility
score, and the trend in their flexibility score over time (temporal flexibility coefficient). We include the dummy variable
non-elite in order to account for a player’s skill classification as an elite or non-elite player. As Table 2 shows, both skill
classification and general flexibility scores inversely correlate with Solo Queue win rates. This finding suggests that
competitive success in League of Legends is more closely associated with mastery of a limited set of functional play
styles (less flexibility) rather than a broad knowledge of many play styles. Specifically, lower flexibility scores correlate
with higher Solo Queue win rates, reinforcing our previous observations. This also aligns with our expectations, as
we anticipate that non-elite players will generally have comparatively lower win rates. The correlation between the
temporal flexibility coefficient and win rate is negative but not statistically significant (𝑝 = 0.076).

3.3.2 Flexibility Scores. When predicting flexibility scores, we use two distinct multivariate linear regression models.
Both of these models include a dummy variable for skill classification (Non-Elite) and Solo Queue win rate. The first
model focuses on temporal trends by including the temporal flexibility coefficient. The second model evaluates the
impact of competitive engagement on flexibility by using a binary variable, more ranked, which indicates if a user plays
more Solo Queue games over other modes.
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Model 1
Coefficient Std. Error

Intercept 0.0005∗ 0.000
Non-Elite -0.0001∗∗ 3.67𝑒−5
Solo Queue WR -0.0008 0.000
More Ranked -5.803𝑒−6 4.4𝑒−5
Flex Score -7.85𝑒−5 8.05𝑒−5

Note: ∗𝑝 < 0.05, ∗ ∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Table 4. MLR for Temporal Flex Coef.

Both models in Table 3 indicate that the temporal flexibility coefficient and the proportion of ranked to casual games
are not significant predictors of a user’s flexibility score. These analyses reaffirm the negative correlation between
win rates and flexibility scores as the models suggest that non-elite players tend to have higher flexibility scores.
The inclusion of a user’s preferred play style in a third model (not presented in the tables) identified certain roles as
significant predictors of flexibility scores. However, this finding should be approached with caution due to uneven
distributions of champions across play styles, potentially causing players to adopt other styles out of necessity.

3.3.3 Temporal Flexibility Coefficient. Finally, we use another multivariate linear regression model to predict users’
temporal flexibility coefficients, considering their skill classification, Solo Queue win rate, general flexibility score, and
whether they played more ranked or casual games. Surprisingly, only the user’s skill classification proves statistically
significant in explaining the temporal flexibility coefficient, as detailed in Table 4. This result implies that non-elite
players experience a slight decrease in flexibility over time. The lack of statistical significance for other variables might
suggest that players are generally set in their flexibility preferences and are resistant to change. There is also a possibility
that behavioral changes in flexibility require longer periods of time to manifest, as the dataset used for this work covers
partial historical data (up to 100 prior games from when our collection was initiated) in addition to four months of
real-time collection.

4 Conclusions

Our research into flexibility dynamics in League of Legends yields insightful revelations on how player skill, play style
preference, and the game’s evolving landscape influences a user’s overall flexibility and temporal flexibility. These
insights significantly enhance our understanding of strategic game play patterns and player adaptation, underscoring
the nuanced relationship between player behavior and game mechanics.

While our study faced some limitations including rate limited data access, it nonetheless provides an intriguing set
of insights in this first-attempt at modeling player flexibility.

This study marks an important step towards highlighting the significance of play style flexibility when examining
player behavior. We find that increasing game competitiveness leads to reduced flexibility. Users’ rank plays a role in
predicting their flexibility, and elite players tend to specialize more than non-elite players do. This specialization is also
correlated with increases in game-based success; however, elite players are often more open to trying new play styles
despite this being correlated with a decrease in competitive or game success. Flexibility distributions also varies by
play style preference and skill classification, as roles with a predominant bimodal flexibility distributions are primarily
driven by elite player flexibility distributions.
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In future studies, we hope to extend this work to cover a larger longitudinal dataset and expand to include users
from other regions outside of North America, as behavioral tendencies can vary globally. We anticipate that this and
future work pursing this line of research will contribute to the games and esports landscape, with insights helping
game companies cater towards diverse user bases based on game objectives and skill levels. However, we also hope
that our work will provide insights into the role of flexibility in environments characterized by different degrees of
stress and competition, so that we can guide both strategic planning and policy implementation in these dynamic social
environments aiming to enhance flexibility or diversity of choice.
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